That goes
against
our policy.
We can help.

Inscape.
Yes in so
many ways.

We all know there’s no denying that there’s no
shortage of the word no. We hear no coming at us
from all directions – from our restaurant servers
who can’t do that, to our home contractors who
say it’s impossible, to our kids who flat out refuse –
it seems that no knows no bounds.
So when it comes to creating incredible
spaces, imagine a place that’s all about Yes.
Yes to customization. Yes to that color. We can
definitely make that model work. We can certainly
accommodate that time frame. And you can
absolutely rest assured that in the end, you’ll see
your new space, and simply say Yes.

This is Inscape.
Yes in so many ways.

Is Inscape
furniture adaptable?
Totally.

Let’s talk workspaces.

So much more than a desk, Inscape offers patented products
that let you transform workspaces with ease. Both our
System and Bench use universal components that allow
for limitless applications, including low and high panel
workstations, benching, collaborative work areas and private
spaces. Easily reconfigure (yes, really) as required – you can
even add sit/stand worksurfaces later. Our true lay-in cabling
speeds up installation and change – saving money and
getting employees back in their workspaces sooner. Whether
you need a sleek low-profile collaborative bench or a solution
with more privacy and storage, we can effortlessly meet your
style and preference. More choice means not only a solution
that designers can easily customize today, but one that can
be adapted as future needs change.

The Yes List
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We’ve been in the Yes business
since 1888.

As a small but mighty company,
we’re nimble enough to rarely say no.

Can Inscape help
me with storage?
In more ways than one.

So many things, so little space.
Thinking about storage first is a smarter way to plan
workspaces. You can reduce workstation footprints, lower
station heights, improve ergonomics and personalize
storage – all with fewer components to manage.
Our Planning Storage collection offers innovative
approaches to office design that work whether you’re
starting something new or wanting to integrate with existing
systems and products to refresh the floor plan. We also
offer the best quality and widest selection of freestanding
and workstation storage – plus the freedom to create a
distinctive design. Completely flexible in size and style,
our products deliver storage efficiency, functional flexibility
and design versatility, each in so many ways.
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Yes to everyone! Our products
integrate with each other and even
with other manufacturers.

Change your mind? Durable steel
casing means you can reconfigure
to your heart’s content.

Yes to simplicity. We work with
a deliberately minimal, but very
flexible set of components.

What about
sound and walls?
Sounds like Yes.

If these walls could talk,
they’d still be silent.
Build just the wall you need to address acoustic, visibility,
aesthetic and security requirements. Our wall solutions
create endless possibilities. Flexibility, scalability and
customization let you create inspiring spaces with any
degree of privacy – or collaboration – you require.
With architectural solutions that fit a wide range of office
needs, Inscape will work with you to ensure every aspect
of your environment is well-considered. Want Italian design
but domestic lead times? Sure thing. Need high performing
moveable walls? We’re listening. Don’t want the people
next door to hear? Not a problem. That’s the sound of Yes.
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Choose any color you want,
where you want it.

We make special requests easy
with our 48 hour quotes and
our collaborative approach.

A single point of contact makes
execution as easy as saying Yes.

Hang on,
someone
around here
might know.
Done.
Since 1888 Inscape has lived by a simple product
design philosophy. One that delights users,
empowers technology, and fosters agility. With a
wide dealer network, showrooms in both Canada
and the U.S., and full service and support for all
of our clients, our philosophy is to always do what
we can to say Yes.

See more Yes at inscapesolutions.com

Yes in so many ways.

